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TJ71S paper expJores the nature of cross-cuJturaJ pragmatic白iJureand how to teach 

cross-culturaJ pragmatics in the c/assroom. Thls paper wi!1 start by estab!Jshing 

a cJear definit.ion 01 cross-cuJturaJ pragmatic faJ!ure. Jt wiJJ then cOJ1sider the key 

cOl1cepts of pragmaJingUlsuc faiJure and sociopragmatic faiJure， before c011s1dering 

irnpJications for teaching cross-culturaJ pragmatics i11 the cJassroom. Examp/es 0/ 

CJ、oss-culturaJfailure wil/ be provided throughout. 

Introduction 

Despite a longstanding recognition that pragmatic competence is a key element 

oF communicative competence (e.g. Canale and Swain， 1980)， the overt teaching 

of pragmatics is often neglected in the classroom. The repercussions of pragmatic 

failure however can be far-reaching. Whilst syntactic failure may not greatly 

impede the meaning of an utterance， pragmatic failure will usually lead to a direct 

breakdown in communication. When communication occw-s between speakers什om

different cultures， the complexity of the situation can be compounded， and the 

difficuJty of e:ffectively teaching pragmatics to students from a variety of cultw'es 

may explain why it has been largely neglected， despite its importance. 

Defining Pragmatic Failure 

First it is necessary to clariちrsome concepts relating to cross-cultural pragmauc 

failure.八Ithoughthere have been a number of attempts to define pragmatics， 

(and considerable disagreement) a useful definition fo1' the context of pragmatic 

failure is offered by Thomas， who states thaL pragmatics is“the negotiation 

of meaning between speaker and hearer， the context of the utLerance and the 

meaning potential oF the utterance" (1995， p. 22). Pt'agmatics 1S also linked to the 

concepl of 'implicalure'， which argues that the imp1ied mea.ning of an uLterance 
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is more llnportant than the lexical meaning. Finally it is important to recognize 

that pragmatic competence is a key area of overall communicative competence. 

Along with linguistic competencc (which deals with aspects of the language itself)， 

pragmatic competence allows an inclividual to communicate e-町'ective1y.Thomas 

further 0宵ereda de日nitionof ‘cross-cuJtural pragmatics' and states that it is not 

merely concerned with interaction between native and non-native speakers
J 
but 

with any interaction between pcople of a different linguistic or cultural background 

(1983). Based on these definitions it is possib1c to define 'cross-cultural pragmatic 

faiJure' as the inability of people fi崎omdifferent cu1tural or linguistic backgrounds to 

use context to understancl the impliecl meaning of an utterance. Thomas states this 

more succinctly as not understanding “what is meant by what is said" (1983， p. 91). 

Pragmalinguistic Failure 

An essenlial distinction that needs to be recognized when understanding pragmatic 

taiJure， is the dilference belween pragmalinguistic faiJw"e and sociopragmatic failure. 

Considerable research in this area has a1so been done by Thomas (1983， 1995). 

Pragmalinguistic failure occ山、swhen the perceived pragmatic fo1'ce of an utterance 

by either a speaker 01' Iistener is different to the actual force allocated to it by 

a native speaker. Pragmalinguistic failure is the result of somebody incorrectly 

transferring a speech act仕omtheir L1 to their L2. The following conversation 

合oman intermediate Jevel English class demonstrates pragmalinguistic failure by 

language learners. 

A) My computer isn't working properly. 

B) 1 know a 10t aboul computers. 

A) Really! Can you fix it fo1' me? 

B) [ don't know. Maybe. 

八)Thanks. 

This conversation reveals several examples of p1'agmalinguist1c failure. The 

second sentence (by student B) is clearly an 0斤erto help， bUl it is possible that 
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stuclent八failsto recognise the correct force of the utterance， ancl therefore 

makes an unnecessary request for help (sentence 3). Most obviously however， 

student B incorrectly interprets sentence 3 as a question of his ability to日xthe 

computer， rather than a request. By this point each speaker' s understanding of 

the conversation in its entirety is beginning to fail， and studcnt八answerswith an 

inappropriate “Thanks" . lt should also be noted that pragmalinguistic failure is not 

necessarily the result of cross-cultural factors.八salready stated， failure occurs 

due to thc incorrect transfer of a speech act什omthe student' s日rstlanguage， and 

not specifically the transfbr of cultural values. 1n practice however the line between 

linguistic and cu1tural factors may not be so clear. For example misunderstanding 

can result什omdiff'ering perceptions of tone or intonation， which， whilst being 

clearly linguistic factors， can also be viewed as part of a specific culture. The 

following example of interaction between a Japanese student and an Australian 

teacher provides a good example of the complicated relationship between language， 

culture and pragma1inguistics. The Japanese student had just returned from a trip to 

八ustralia.He stated thal during his trip to I¥ustralia he had had no chance Lo meel 

native aboriginal people， and that he was actually told by his什iendin Australia. 

that “Aboriginal people are dangerous and should be avoided" . The Australian 

teacher was visibly 0町endedand angry with this comment. He pointed out that he 

had Aborigina.l friends a.nd that they weren't dangerous， and sharply rebuked the 

student. The studenL later compla.ined about the teacher， and commented Lhal， as 

he wa.s merely repealmg comments he had heard in Australia， he didn' t understa.nd 

the teacher' s anger. It is likely that in some cultures however， repeating comments 

without 0庁eringfurther opinion can be seen a.s tal<ing ownersrup of the comments， 

whereas the ]apanese student viewed his commenLs as mere repetition. The 

Australian teacher therefore thought the student was being supportive of a negative 

view of八borigines，and took offence， whilsl the .Japanese student felt he had 

merely related comments heard on his travel. This misunderstanding was the result 

oF the student incorrectly interpreting the pragmalic force of his comment. The 

sludent viewed his comment as additional contextual information， but the teacher 

interpreLcd it as supporting evidence for an argument. Whilc the misunderstanding 

is ultimat81y linguistic， cultural factors for constructing argumentalion are also 
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relevant.八百nalexample is 0町eredby Manghubai and Son (2003， cited in Dash， 

2004)， who give the example of a teacher stating 'the chalk is on the f1oor'. Most 

native speakers would recognize the implied meaning of this sentence as being 

a request for somebody to pick up the chalk， however if the students are仕oma 

culture which discourages students什omacting without explicit teacher instruction， 

the teacher may have to wait a long time to receive his chall<.八gaincultural factors 

are prohibiting a student仕omreco町1izingthe correct speech act. 

Sociopragmatic Failure 

Sociopragmatic failurc on the other hand， occurs when speakers仕omdifferent 

cultural backgrounds have different perceptions about what is appropriate linguistic 

behaviour (Thomas， 1983). tt is more overlly caused by cultural diFferences tl1an 

pragmalinguistic failure， and implies thal students may need to aH.er their culiural 

beliefs to communicate successfully with nalive speakers. A good example of a 

sociopr'agmatic misunderstanding is the mention of blood type between Japanese 

siudents and English speakers仕omlhe U.K.， Australia and the U.S. 1n Japan it is 

common for people to know their blood type， and common fo1' people to enquire 

about the blood type of other people. Th.is is in contrast to western countries where 

few people know this information， and even fewer request this information仕om

others. When Japanese people request this information什oma foreigner， lhey are 

usually met by sw'prise， 01' even 0庁enc.e.For Japanese speakers this question is not 

dissimilar to enquiring about a person's job or目、eetime interests， while westerners 

often view this question as being veηr intrusive. 

Thomas (1983) also mentions three areas of sociopragmatics that are of particular 

signi'ncance when considering cross-cultural misunderstanding. The血肉stof lhese is 

the size of the imposition， and in particular the perceptIon of this size in d.ilferent 

cultures. Thomas (1983) bases this upon work by Goffroan (1967) and the concepts 

of (什ee'and 'non-free' goods. Di'町eringcultures have di斤'eringviews aboul what 

lS什ee，and what isn't. Thomas citcs the eχample of cigaroUes 80S a commodity 

that has differing values in differenl cullures. In some cultures cigarettes can be 
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requested almost f同ely，whilst in others the imposition is considered much greater. 

The second area mentioned by Thomas is the discussion of ‘taboo' topics. The 

previous exampJe of blood types between japan and western countries shows how 

some topics are morc taboo than others. Finally 1S the complex assessment of powcr 

and social distance between cultures. Tn particular certain cultures can attach 

varying amounts of status to positions within society. For cxample teachers are held 

in great esteem by some societies， such as japan， but carry less weight 1n other 

cuJtures. 

Avoiding Pragma七icFailure with L2 Learners 

It is of coursc necessary to 100k directly at how teachers can avoid cross-cultural 

pragmaJinguislic and sociopragmatic faiJure in the c1assroom. Tannen (1989) argues 

that in daily convet'sation there 1S a great dea1 of small， unnoticed misunderstanding 

due to minor cultural di町erencesbetween native speakers. These small differences 

are ampli日edconsiderably when dealing with cultures disp1aying vasl differences. 

Therefore， it is necessary th80t pra.gmatics receives appropria.te a.ttention in the 

classroom. For students to become aware of the cu1tura.l aspects relating to 

pragmatics， they first need to become aware of pragma.tic issues and the irnpact this 

can have upon their overall communicative competence. Kaspar (1984) identified 

some gene1'al prob1ems re1a.ted to pragmaJinguistic failure that need Lo be c1eaJt with 

in the classroom. For example， students rely too heavily on bottom-up processing， 

and as a result focus on the lexical details of utterances 1'athe1' than overalJ 

meaning. Jn addition students pay inadequate attention to 'illocution indicating 

devices' and again overlook the overall meaning. Finally students have t1'ouble 

activating appropriate仕ameswithin a context， and therefore assign an incorrecL 

meamng. 

[n addition， Judd (1999) highlights lhree areas ofpra.gmatics that need Lo be actively 

developed in the Janguage classroom. These areas a.re the raising of cognitive 

awareness towards pra.gmatics， reccptive skill devcJopment and productive use. The 

active teaching of pragmatics is likely to produce great benefits lor pragmaJinguistic 
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awareness. Students .仕oma11 cu1tures can improve their ability to recognize the 

correct speech act for utterances， and a10ng with teacher guidance， aJso recognize 

what is expected of them by native speakers in each situation. For cxamp1e when 

a teacher states 'the cha1k is on the f1oor'， the students wiJJ understand that the 

teacher is requesting a volunteer to pick up his chaJk， and that culturaJ factors 

determine that students shou1d take the initiative and do this. The overt teaching 

of pragmatics in this way a1so emphasizes the necessity for teachers to have a 

heightened awareness of issues relating to pragmalinguistic faiJure. The examplc of 

the AustraJian teacher misunderstanding the japanese student reinforces this point， 

and highlights that teachers in generaJ need to be very sure that they are correctly 

ascertaining the student's intentions. Finally howevcr， it shou1d be kept in mind 

that it is probabJy not possibJe for a teacher to familiarize students with the implied 

meaning of a]1 potential utterances in English， and it is even more difficult for a 

teacher to recognize， and teach difトfer'encesin implicature between the student's Ll 

and the target language. As Dash (2004) argues though， students should adopt an 

attiLude of openness lo pragmatic jnterpretations and develop sensilivily lo culLural 

factors thal ma.y inf1uence pragmalinguistic misunderstanding. 

A final area to consider is the avoidance of sociopragmatic failure， which can be 

more di田cultbecause it may require students to modify thei1' beliefs， rather than 

their language. This is therefore a controversial topic a.nd teachers need to be 

very careful how they approach this issue in the classroom. 1n particular teachers 

should be carefuJ noL to enforce cultural beJiefs and va1ues upon the students in an 

attempt to assimilate them into the L2 communicative environment. The role of the 

teacher therefore， should be to raise awareness of how utterances are perceived 

by native speakers， buL students should be le孔withthe ulLimate choice of whether 

to modiちrthe1r commenLs in accordance wiLh the target Janguage， or maintain 

their Ll linguistic behaviour、， even at the risk of communicative breakdown 01' 

offence.八sOavies states，“Rather than being taughL to be polite， learners should 

be given the possibility of choosing to be polite or impolite" (1986， p. 121).八11

productivc tasks should themfore require feedback highlighting thc sociopragmatic 

impJica.tions of their comments， so that sLudenls can make informed choices of how 
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to interact ¥vith native speakers outside the classroom. Feedback should tnot be 

in the form of correction， but merely as a discussion for raising awareness. It is 

therefore also important for teachers to have a good knowledge of sociopragmatic 

di除 rences，and be able to differentiate between a misunderstanding (which results 

in one participant taking 0町'ence)duc to cross-cultural pragmatic failure， and 

situations where meaning and implicature is抗Illyunderstood by the students， and 

the students are simply unwilling to alter their language due to cultural beliefs.八

什ameworkhas been proposed by Barraja-Hohan (2000) in light of these issues wuh 

an explicit cultural componcnt. Similar to Judd， the fヤameworkemphasizes the need 

for an initial awareness raising stage， a reflective stage， and a productive stage (the 

experimental phase)， but Barraja-Rohan introduces a cultural evaluation phase at 

the end of the什amework，and also emphasizes the circular nature of the什amework，

which requires students to return to earlier stages after feedback and exploralion 

of cultural factors. Again， the framework by Barraja-Rohan str-esses the need for 

'identification' and ‘exploration'， rather than overt teacher correction. 

Finally it ca.n be concluded什omthe previous discuss.ion of sociopragmatics tha.t 

al1 second language education programs would benefit仕oman overt cultural 

component that complements work on pragmatics. Some bilingual programs already 

include cultural components in an attempt to bridge the overlapping disciplines 

of pragmatics and culture (Cruz， Bonissone and 8a.仔， 1995)， and the inclusion of 

such a component could have similar benelits in general second language classes. 

Such programs can also help to emphasize to sLudents that sociopragmatic and 

p1'agmalinguisLic aspects of langua.ge are just a.s important a.s purely linguisLic 

aspects when lea.rning to communicate. 

Raising Awareness of Pragmatics in the Classroom 

8ased on the issues highlighted above， the following activi1.ies are suggesLed ror 

raising cognilive awareness in students. There are obviously a number 01' different 

methods fo1' incorporaUng the guidelines mentioned above， but the rollowing 

activities are suggestcd as a good introduction. 
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Role plays/Discussions 

Teaching pragmalinguistic awareness doesn't necessarily requIre major changes in 

the classroom. Roleplays and discussions can stil1 be stil1 some of the most e仇 ctive

ways to teach pragmalinguistic awareness， providing there is a conscious effort to 

notice， and respond to the student' s performance in this area. Recording student' s 

convcrsations， then analyzing transcripts， can be a particularly effective way to 

highlight pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic concerns， and discussion tasks based 

on transcripts can directly deal wuh these issues. 

Analysis of Speech Acts 

Based on his own recommendations about how to teach pragmatics， Judd (1999) 

suggested a useful什ameworkfur teaching pragmatic issues Ul the classroom. The 

teacher should analyse a speech act with the students， with tasks specifically 

designed to heighten cognitive awareness by the stLldents. This should be tullowed 

by tasks to determine if the students can recognise the speech act in conversaLion. 

Finally the students should participate in controlled pt"Oductive practice， and then 

仕ee，integrated prもcticewith other students. 

L1/L2 Comparison Activities 

Using the student' s Ll allows students to compare utterances between their native 

language and their target language， and to more clear1y notice both the suitabiJjty 

of the L2 la.nguage they use， and differences in rneaning仕omsimilar phrases in their 

L1. The following example is taken介oma Pragmatics-based course taught by John 

Rylander 8.t Kwansei University in Japan. The theme of the lesson is 'compliments'， 

and students are first asked to brainstorm common 'Largets' of compliments in 

their culture， such as new clothes or an object such a.s a cell phone. These are 

then compared to common targets in English-speaking cultures. Stuclents then 

br、加、

the ε Giver〆" and 'R司ecelverド， of the c∞omp凶凶lime附e印n北t)，before being exposed Lo a number 

of common uttera.nces for compliments in lheir L2. Finally students generate their 

own complimcnls (and responses) fOt' a ncw rangc of situa.tions， and feedback is 

provided on the appropriateness of these ulterances (both the compliment and 
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the corresponding response). This can be particularly e町ectivefo1' highlighting 

soclOpragmatlc lssues. 

Conclusion 

1n conclusion， pragmatic competence shouJd be a key concern in the cJassroom， 

and cross-cultural pragmatics should be an important component of any syUabus 

where the students are not familiar with the target culture. The concepts of 

pragmaJinguistic faiJure and sociopragmatic faiJure provide a useful starting 

point when teaching cuJtural factors to second Janguage Jearners， and a relevant 

knowledge of pragmalinguistic and sociopragrnatic factors by teachers can lead to 

many bcnefits for studcnts. As a resuJt of this component， students can c1evelop an 

awareness of factors essential to their ability to communicate in the target language 

environment， and more e庁ectivelyconvey what they intend to say. 
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